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Summary

As depth data is increasingly common in vision systems through the widespread
availability of RGB-D cameras, deriving useful information from that data is
becoming more important. Recently, there exist large datasets of RGB-D data
as well as algorithms that create features from depth data ([1, 2]). I would
like to further explore the usefulness of depth images by experimenting with
two important phases in the vision pipeline: preprocessing images and defining
features.

I would like to use this project as my final project for both this class, EE368,
as well as CS 331: Advanced Reading in Computer Vision. The two subject are
complementary; for this project, implementing complicated depth map filters
and feature extraction are both suitable for EE368, and feature extraction and
performance analysis of the resulting system are highly relevant to vision.

Technical Details

In the first phase, I will implement several different methods of smoothing and
reconstruction of noisy and missing depth data, including standard 2D image
filters and more complicated 3D analysis (from domains such as [4, 3]). I will use
these images as input to a baseline recognition algorithm and standard features
(most likely just HOG over the depth image). I will use the RGB-D dataset
provided by [1].

In the second phase, I will experiment with different features derived from
both standard and smoothed depth data and will report performance over the
entire system. I will again use the RGB-D dataset for standard category and
instance recognition tasks with a simple SVM framework, varying the set of
features used for each preprocessing technique.
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Milestones

1. Create a baseline recognition system (SVM with HOG features) and collection
of data. Report performance.

2. Code at least four different filtering techniques, including two quick 2D
filters (such as median filter) and two more complicated techniques using more
3D-aware properties like curvature, edges, or image contours. Report perfor-
mance of each with baseline recognition system.

3. Design at least 6 more 3D-aware features. Of these, 2 will be implemen-
tations of those described in [1] (gradients based on actual depth-to-camera,
estimation of object scale). Four will be more experimental features (tbd, but
inspired by other domains). Report performance of each with no preprocessing.

4. Test and analyze performance data for combinations of preprocessing
filters and features. Report overall performance.
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